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Short Definition

What is an unmanned aircraft (UA)?

 Basically, any aircraft that flies without a person on board.
 FAA defines it as ‘an aircraft that is operating without a possibility of
direct human intervention from, within or on the aircraft’
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While terms such as ‘Drones’, ‘Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS)’
and ‘Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)’ are not exactly the same, for the
purpose of this presentation they are used interchangeably.
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Challenges for the Insurance Industry
 Regulation is constantly evolving, converging and on the agenda for
updates in most jurisdictions;

 Regulation might be quite different from jurisdiction to jurisdiction;
 Very limited claims experience with commercially used UA so far;

 A huge variety of use/activities and therefore a huge variety of different
potential claims;

 Potential for misuse of UA (e.g. invasion of privacy, terrorism, hijacking);
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 Use of UA in different jurisdictions.
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UA Incidents become more popular in the Media
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Potential Sources of Liability Risks from UA
 Private use

 Incidental Commercial use
 Core business UA Operator
 Use for Military or National Security purpose
 UA manufacturer
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 UA software developer/supplier
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UA for Incidental Commercial Use
General Liability (GL)

 In most markets operating UA is considered an aviation activity and will
therefore fall under the often very broad aviation exclusion within the GL
policy;

 Therefore the commercial use of UAs is not automatically covered under
the GL policy;

 The insurance industry has developed and still is developing solutions to
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provide cover for commercial use of UAs.
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Exclusion Example Switzerland
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General Liability (GL)
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Exclusion Example UK
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General Liability (GL)
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Exclusion Example USA
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General Liability (GL)
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Risk Appetite

Defining a clear risk appetite for the use of UA is obviously key. Below
some considerations to take into account:

 Type of use (incidental use, military use, core business is operating UAs
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etc.)
Maximum Take off Mass (MToM), which includes the UA and its on-board
equipment.
Frequency of operation
Complexity of operation
Selected industries or all industries
Segment (SME vs Corporate clients)
Jurisdiction
Coverage extend
Limits and deductibles
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Insurance Solutions for UA Users
GL for Incidental Commercial Use of UA

 The insurance industry started to develop insurance solutions to provide
cover for the incidental commercial use of UA;

 Since this is a ‘new’ field for the insurance industry, the need of
information about the UA operation might be considerably depending on
the use, weight or other parameters;

 There are basically two ways, how the incidental commercial use of UA
can be covered:
– By endorsement to an existing GL policy;
– By separate stand-alone policy (package policy).
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 Normally there is a sublimit and/or a special deductible for the UA
coverage.
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Coverage Consideration
GL for Incidental Commercial Use of UA

 Bodily Injury and Property Damages;

 Invasion of Privacy, this is granted only on a very restricted basis;
 Specific exclusions (e.g. violation of legal and/or regulatory
requirements/restrictions);

 If the coverage for incidental commercial use of UA is granted on an
endorsement basis, normally sublimits and/or special deductible apply;
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Note: There is the potential that invasion of privacy is granted
unintentionally. The definition of bodily injury is key. If mental anguish
and/or emotional distress is part of the bodily injury definition, you most
probably will pick up invasion of privacy claims.
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Underwriting Consideration
GL for Incidental Commercial Use of UA

 Maximum Take off Mass (MToM) which includes the UA and its on-board
equipment. If an UA exceeds a certain MToM (in most markets 30 kg) the UA
might need to seek coverage in the aviation market.;

 Type of activity and industry (construction, mining, agriculture, media,
surveying, inspection etc.);

 Geographical considerations (e.g. rural vs densely populated area);
 Number of UA;
 Frequency/time of use;
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 Flight range (within or beyond visual line of sight)
Of course there might be more consideration depending on the jurisdiction the
UA is used.
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GL for UA Manufacturer
 The risks and the insurance needs for UA manufacturers are significantly
different from the commercial users of UA;

 The product liability and product recall are the main risk for UA
manufacturer;

 The availability of the product liability coverage depends on the specifics
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of the UAs manufactured. It might get challenging to find coverage for
certain types of UAs, depending on their weight, size and/or the potential
use of the UA (e.g. military use).
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Questions
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Thank you
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Disclaimer
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Whilst Zurich has taken all reasonable care to ensure the information contained within
this presentation is accurate Zurich does not guarantee the accuracy, reliability,
completeness or timeliness of such information. Zurich is not responsible for any errors
or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of this presentation. Zurich shall
not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages or for
loss of profit or opportunity, whether in contract, tort or otherwise arising from the use
of this presentation. Zurich reserves the right to make changes to the publication at any
time.
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Basic Copyright Notice & Disclaimer
©2016 This presentation is copyright protected. All rights reserved. You may
download or print out a hard copy for your private or internal use. You are not
permitted to create any modifications or derivatives of this presentation without
the prior written permission of the copyright owner.
This presentation is for information purposes only and contains non-binding
indications. Any opinions or views expressed are of the author and do not
necessarily represent those of Swiss Re. Swiss Re makes no warranties or
representations as to the accuracy, comprehensiveness, timeliness or suitability
of this presentation for a particular purpose. Anyone shall at its own risk interpret
and employ this presentation without relying on it in isolation. In no event will
Swiss Re be liable for any loss or damages of any kind, including any direct,
indirect or consequential damages, arising out of or in connection with the use of
this presentation.

